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by the Governor-General in Council subject to the sanction therein laid down.
 20.	You say that the matter is before the Secre
tary of State ?—Yes, sir, at present, and I under
stand that it is agreed that such a clause might be
put in when the revision of the Act is taken up.
 21.	The Chairman : You say there are many cases
•of Bills being promoted in the provincial legislatures
which   bring   into   play  this  provision  about  the
previous  sanction.    Is  there  anything  useful  you
could tell us as to how far when previous sanction is
required that sanction is given, or whether there are
many cases in which sanction is refused ?—I am afraid
I have not got the figures, sir.    But actually sanction
for Provincial Government's Bills is practically never
refused, because what happens is that the Government
of India negotiate with the provincial Government
.and the Bill comes up in an agreed form.
 22.	Yes, but that will only arise with reference to
Government   Bills ?—Non-official   Bills   are   in   a
•different category because the executive Government
has no control.    In these cases sanction has been
refused frequently ;  1 think in about 35 cases.

 23.	I gather you say that supposing a case arises
-where it appears to the president of the local legisla
ture that previous sanction should have been obtained
-the point is treated by the president of the local
legislature as a point of order ?—Yes, sir.
 24.	He says it is out of order ?—Yes, sir.
26. You think that part of the system works well ? —I have had no complaints on this score at all. I think it does work very well. It is a very simple matter for a non-official member to ask for the sanction, but if he does not, he runs the risk.
 26.	You observe, Mr. Graham, that this kind of
<levice, the device of saying that Bills proposed to
be introduced in the province can only be introduced
with the previous sanction of the Governor-General
•only becomes necessary because the constitution of
British India as at present arranged does not really
tnake a strict distribution of legislative power ?—
Yes, that is so.
 27.	Of course if you were to provide for some
iederal system in which certain legislative powers
•were reserved for the centre and certain others were
made over to the provinces, then the point as to
whether a certain class of provincial Bills can be
assented   to   would   become   less   important.   But
tinder the present arrangement I imagine that it
may be of considerable importance.    Is that so ?—
I do not know to what extent when the separation of
subjects was made this point was considered, but I
think it probable that it was observed that the
Canadian   system   of   distribution   of   powers ,has
.resulted in much litigation and we are trying this
system of sanction as an alternative device.
 28.	I quite appreciate that.    If you have a strict
distribution of subjects between the centre and the
circumference, then it is inevitable that you run the
risk of disputes in debatable cases as to which side
of the line a subject lies on ?—Yes.
 29.	And it is very difficult to suggest how that
dispute is to be settled without recourse to litigation.
I gather you say that you regard this sort of device
as an alternative to that system ?—Yes.

 30.	Yes, that is very interesting.    Now, I am not
.absolutely sure, but let me put what is in my mind,
There is a certain class of legislation which is beyond
the .power of the provincial legislature altogether.
One province cannot pass legislation which is going
to apply in another, province.   Are there many cases
where the subject of the proposed Bill is one which
is beyond the power of the province ?   That is not
touched by the provision for asking for permission
irom the Government of India ?—Yes, that does not
cover that kind of cases at all.
 31.	It is simply an invalid law ?—To the extent
.to which it professes to operate outside the province.
 32.	And the next step is this, that if the local
legislature is legislating on a subject which is within
the boundaries of the province, the general legislative
powers .of .the province for the peace and the good
 government of the province, there is still a restriction of this sort. Though it may have the power to legislate there are still cases where reference will have to be made to the Government of India ?—Yes, but there are cases where no question of sanction arises, but it being legislation in respect of a reserved subject that legislation is of considerable importance. It is required not by the Act but by executive order that the Bill be submitted to the Government of India. In exercise of our general powers of supervision, direction and control the local Government is required to submit its proposals to the Government of India.
 33.	I see.    Under Section 80A it is not the case
that you need the previous sanction of the Governor-
General merely because the Bill deals with a reserved
subject ?—If it were merely a reserved subject and
nothing more you would not require the sanction of
the Governor-General.    The difficulty is to  get .a
clear dividing line between your reserved subjects
and the central subjects.    The local Governments
are always straying over the line for some reason or
other.    They want some special powers to enforce
the provisions of their Bills and they get at once
within the ambit of the civil law which is a central
subject.
 34.	We are much obliged to you.    I gather you to
say that upon the whole the method works all right.
Sometimes Bills  are given the necessary leave to
proceed   and   sometimes  they   are   not.    But   you
rather raise the question whether there should be
rule-making powers to modify the iron frame-work ?
—I should like to get it rather less rigid.    That is
on the assumption that you retain the division of
subjects between the central and provincial Govern
ments in any Constitution which is devised j

 35.	Now, this is a point which has very much to
do with the practical business of constitution making.
Are there many cases in which the Government of
India pass through the Central Legislature a law
applying to the whole of British India which in effect
cancels or nullifies some previous provincial law ?
—It has the power of course.    I was trying to think
of an exact case, but I really do not think I can cite
a case.    One can quite well see that there may be
cases where uniformity is absolutely necessary.
 36.	If X may say so it arises really for two reasons.
It arises sometimes for the reason you stated, because
it is desirable to secure uniformity—the same rule
for every province—and that therefore means over
riding provincial peculiarities.    It also may arise—
I   think   it   has   occasionally   arisen—because   the
Central  Government   or   the   Federal   Government
thinks   it   absolutely   necessary   to   support   some
proposition even though the.local legislature acting
within its own sphere is of a very different mood ?
-—Yes

 37.	For example in British Columbia you may have
a local feeling, that you ought by every means to
discourage the employment of, say, the • Chinese or
the Japanese and yet it may be that the Dominion of
Canada taken as a whole may have a different view
of public policy ?—Yes, sir.    I cannot cite an actual
case of this Mad in British India.
 38.	I see that.   There are just one or two sup
plementary questions I would like to ask you and I
will leave others to put to you any questions they
may have.   Section 72 of the Act, the Conference
will remember, is the section which deals with the
power of the Governor-General in cases of emergency
to make and promulgate ordinances for the peace
and good government of British India* and such
ordinances may bave currency for six months.    Is
not that the snbstance of it ?—Yes.
30 Is it used and is it needea ?—It is used, six, and I think it is needed. In the first place, sir, India is a very large country and it is^iot an easy matter to get the Central Legislature called together quickly, and that is why it is said " in cases of emergency," You cannot call a meeting of your Central Legislature at very short notice, and things do happen very qiickly here. Let ua lake the Hoplah outbreak.

